
Concerns about the drainage proposal as outlined in Y’
“Hydrological Assessment for Flood Control PLanning &
Environmental Impact Assessment”

Prepared by: Vicki Henderson and Doug Pastuck (property ownen on the westside of the south basin of Salt Lake)

Introduction

We own a cottage on fifteen acres on the shore of Salt Lake (also referred to as SouthSalt Lake) and have a serious and growing concern about a proposal submitted to WaterStewardship by the Rural Municipality (RM) of StrathcLair (spring 200S) to drain anextremely large volume of water from Middle Salt Lake (also referred to as Center SaltLake) and North Salt Lake into Salt Lake. \Ve are long-term seasonal residents of the SaltLake area. Vicki’s father and grandparents were permanent residents ot’ Strathclair and theland we own was purchased in the l930s. We are not outsiders who wish to interfere withaccepted agricultural practices or wise land use. Many Salt Lake tbmilies. ike ours, are thirdand fourth generation residents of the area and virtually all are strongly opposed to theproposed drainage until it can be demonstrated that the drainage will not degrade Salt Lakefrom the environmental and recreational use perspectives.
Our comments and views, which are shared by the seven other cottage ownerssituated on our property and most other property owners around the lake, will he presented intwo sections. The rirst presents our concerns about any drainage from Center Salt Lake intoSalt Lake and the second provides page by page comments supporting our concerns.

Concerns

Hydrotogical Assessment for Flood Control Planning

In addition to our strong feelings that human activities should be managed tominimize negative impacts on the environment, we have two specific concerns:
maintaining the highest possible water quality at Salt Lake

2. managing Salt Lake water levels to prevent degradation of the local flora andfauna, to minimize shoreline erosion and to ensure continuation of high qualityrecreational activities which are currently enjoyed on Salt Lake

After reviewing the “Hydrological Assessment for flood Control Planning &Environmental Impact Assessment”, we are not persuaded that the proposed drainage projectvill be conducted in a way that addresses these two concerns. The consultant immediatelyreaches the conclusion that drainage is necessary, that the drainage must pass through SaltLake, and that there are no or negligible resulting implications. This is done without



analyzing any data or information and without providing any references to scientific studieswhen he provides his opinions on environmental and social impacts.
Over the past three summers, Salt Lake has been subjected to historically high waterlevels worsened by drainage effected by the kM as an “emergency measure”. In addition.the quality of Salt Lake appears to have been degraded. From our observations Sail Lake hasbeen more turbid. Also, recreational and agricultural interests have been significantly

affected because high water has flooded cottages at the south end, inundated all beaches, andcaused serious shoreline erosion at cottage sites and agricultural lands.
The consultant discusses why Salt Lake water levels have risen to flood stage. Heatthbutes most of it to the flow of water from Center Salt Lake which he claims was“inevitable’. I suppose he means that even without an engineered drain, water would flowinto Salt Lake from Center Salt Lake anyway. In fact, in 2009 and 2010 no water wouldhave flowed from Center Salt Lake without the excavated drains installed by the RvI as“emergency measures’. The 2010 drain was significantly eroded and as a result, there wasinsufficient earth available to till and pack the drain “shoulder to shoulder” in the fall 2010.The water flow into Salt Lake in 2011 occurred because the 2010 drain was not properlyfilled in as ordered by Water Stewardship and this flow has continued until October. Thiscontributed greatly to extreme flooding of beaches, cottages and agricultural property aroundSalt Lake and caused serious shoreline erosion. The problems of excessive water in SaltLake was exacerbated because the single outlet culvert was apparently improperly installedby the RNI in 2010 and inadequate in diameler 30 inch instead of the required 36 inch).

The consultant does not address one of the main causes of the high water which hasconcentrated in the Salt Lakes complex. Excessive drainage of wetlands on private landnorth and east contributes significantly to the high water in all three lakes, but solutions tothis activity are barely touched on. The consultant does not seem to acknowledge that over90% of drainage from private land is unlicensed (Broughton Creek study, 2010). Closing atleast some of these illegal drains certainly should be an option. Historically, the solution tohigh water is to pass it downstream by creating more drains, and this is exactly what theconsultant recommends.
After minimal or no formal analysis of information and data, the consultant concludesthat draining Center Salt Lake is the solution, and, ftirthermore. the best route happens to heinto Salt Lake which is “coincidentally” exactly what the RM has been striving to do overthe past several years. Inexplicably, under the heading Nip Creek. the consultant outlines his“strategy”. He ieaps to the conclusion that the best case solution forms around turningNorth and especially Center Salt Lalce into a connected resenoir to regulate releases..”.Such a conclusion \vould normally follow from a detailed presentation of data and acomprehensive analysis and discussion of the data. We don’t see the supporting dataanywhere in the report.

The list of drainage options from Center Salt Lake were evaluated in a superficialway. We believe that the discussion provided is nadequate to draw the conclusion that theroute must pass through Salt Lake, The excuse for rejecting all options that circumvent SaltLake is mainly that it would be too costly to “consider reasonable for funding as a project by
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a Rural Municipality”. This is an interesting conclusion since it is apparently bused onabsolutely no cost analysis. There is not even a hint provided as to possible costdifferentials, Is the cost of the routes that bypass Salt Lake S 10,000 or $100000 more. Wedo not know and the consultant seemingly does not know either. Therefore, the conclusiondrawn here seems to he hased cr1 his intuition or some other factor that is not apparent. Theconsultant also uses the rationale that Route 10 would result in a “major hazard in the formof a deep. roadside trench”. There are steep slopes by hundreds of roads and highwaysacross Manitoba. Is there a particular guideline or bylaw in the RM of Strathclair the bans adeep ditch adjacent to this road? The consultant also states the some of the optiors “wouLdhe a nuisance to agricultural practices”. It seems that he would prefer to potentially degradeSalt Lake rather than cause a nuisance to farming on a 1/4 section of agricultural land.There may he a host olalternative drainage procedures that have not been considered.For example flexible large diameter pipe and a high capacity pump system has been usedelsewhere to move water over high points rather than excavating deep trenches.Consideration should be given to this method to move Center Salt Lake water over the highpoints to the drainage run west olSalt Lake (Route 10). Since, the Salt Lake’s high waterproblem may be short-lived, perhaps a more temporary measure is all that is required.The consultant’s findings do not in any way lessen our concerns that a drain fromCenter Salt Lake ‘will damage the Salt Lake ecosystem and the activities that are currentlyenjoyed on the lake. However, if the drainage project is approved for someincomprehensible reason, then a clearly defined and mandatory Salt Lake water managementplan must form an integral part of the project.
Until Salt Lake was been subjected to additional water from Center Sail Lake therewere few problems with high water because Salt Lake always had a historical outlet. Prior toroad development there was absoluteLy no barrier or constriction to flow from Salt Lake tothe south west. The lake flowed freely into a marsh complex and then on to the Oak River.When the road that borders the western side of Salt Lake was first constnicted, a bridge stillallowed for the free flow of water to the southwest marsh complex. The bridge was replacedby a culvert in the late l9SOs which has somewhat constricted outflow from Salt Lake.

The consultant provides a mandatory management plan for water levels in Center SaltLake and North Salt Lake. Exact levels that are to be achieved in Center Salt Lake andNorth Salt Lake are stipulated. In addition, an extensive engineering project includingsdredging, new culverts. excavated drains, and control structures are all recommended indetail. However, there is no management strategy for Salt Lake. All this additional water isto enter Salt Lake but the consultant seems to think that a 36 inch culvert that was requiredwithout additional water will suffice. This is wrong.
The consultant’s cryptic management plan for Salt Lake states that “Salt Lake will notbe reduced in volume or depth...”. In fact, Salt Lake level should be lowered because it isflooding, even though the existing culvert is not currently flowing. Installation of anadequate outlet control structure at the proper elevation must be installed to regulate Salt
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Lake at a lower ideal level, whether or not the proposed drainage from Center Salt Lake isapproved.

The consultant does not discuss appropriate levels for Salt Lake, or recommendmeasures to ensure that Salt Lake does not flood as it did in 2010 and worse yet in 2011. 1-femerely states that releases from the reservoirs” would occur only after flows have peaked inthe Oak River system and that the “water flows would be regulated to match flows allowedby the Oak River watershed sections and prevent excessive water elevations in South SaltLake”. This is an 111-thought-out criterion for allowing flow from Center Salt Lake. Evenwhen there is near-zero flow in the upper Oak River system. Salt Lake and portions ofprivate and southwest of the lake could still be flooded (as is currently the case - October2011). Also, because the Salt Lake outlet culvert is inadequate (as noted above), additionalwater to Salt Lake will result in worse flooding along the Lakeshore. The best he can do is‘prevent excessive water elevations”. Excessive is not defined, yet he is quite specific whenlie discusses acceptable water levels in Center and North Salt Lakes. This strategy isinadequate and unacceptable.
We agree that levels in the upper Oak River system (perhaps using the “Riley culvertas an indicator” would be one aspect of this) must be considered prior to a release fromCenter Salt Lake, but the level of Salt Lake must also be a primary consideration. The watermanagement guidelines for Salt Lake must be the following:

water shall not be released from Center Salt Lake unless Salt Lake is at or near aprescribed ideal level (the ideal Salt Lake level must be set 0.5 to 0.75 meters belowthe October2011 level (i.e. (he bottom of the existing outlet culvert)
a maximum allowable level must be established at or below the October 2011 level(i.e. the bottom of the existing outlet culvert). Salt Lake may only rise to this level fora short period of time
proper outlet control structures must be installed at the southwest end of the SaltLake, to manage lake levels; the bottom of the new Salt Lake outlet control structuresmust be set at least 0.5 to 0.75 meters below the bottom level of the existing culvert soSalt Lake level can be reduced to its ideal level (this provision should be undertakenwhether or not the proposed drain from Center Salt Lake is installed)
the capacity of the Salt Lake outlet control stnictures must be sufficient to preventthe level of Sail Lake from increasing as additional water is introduced from CenterSalt Lake (i.e. exiting waler volume must equal or exceed entering water volume)• a dredged undenvater ditch must be excavated to al]ow efficient flow from SaltLake through its outlet control structure (a shoreline sand bar and vegetation debrisoften impedes water flow into the existing outlet culvert); this undenvater ditch wouldbe similar to a dredged underwater ditch as recommended by the consultant from thedeep part of Center Salt Lake to the culvert at Road 94N.

The Salt Lake outlet control structure must be the first upgrade undertaken under thisprogram so that Salt ‘s ideal level can be achieved prior to releasing any water from CenterSalt.
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Environmental Impact Assessment
The consultant concludes that “concerns over the polluting of the south late areunfounded’. It unclear how the consultant arrived at this conclusion since there is noevidence or analysis anywhere in this report that shows that introducing water from Centerand North Salt Lakes will not degrade the water quality of Salt Lake.. The consultant’sassessment of the the water sample data did not appear to be based on conventional scientificanalysis. It would be interesting to know his academic training and source of expertise inwater quality assessment.

The only valid analysis we have seen was prepared by a senior scientist from theWater Science and Management Branch (Water Stewardship) with specific expertise in thearea of surface water quality. The scientist prepared a preliminary report on the watersamples taken from the Salt Lakes in 2007 and 2009 (copy was submitted to the RM in2009). The scientist made the following observations.
• The water is Saltier and generally of a poorer quality in Middle Salt Lake comparedto Salt Lake.
• Total dissolved solids concentrations and conductivity were about double in MiddleSalt Lake compared to Salt Lake. Total dissolved solids is a measure of the filterableSalts and minerals in a water sample. High total dissolved solids concentrationsusually result in poor taste and may, if high enough, become a health concern.

• Concentrations of sodium and sulphate were about twice as high as in Middle SaltLake compared to Salt Lake.
• For variables such as chloride, magnesium and phosphorus, concentrations inMiddle Salt Lake were about twice as high as those in Salt Lake. High levels ofchloride can affect sensitive aquatic plants. High levels of phosphorus can result inexcessive algae growth and aquatic plant growth.

* The measure taken of algae biomass (chlorophyll a) indicated that concentrations ofalgae were higher in Middle Salt Lake compared to Salt Luke.
The scientist indicated that there was considerable annual and/or seasonal variabilityin Middle Salt Lake and Salt Lake. Concentrations of dissolved solids, calcium, sodium,magnesium, chloride, and sulphate were two to almost five times higher in July 2007 ascompared to April 2009. The following conclusions were made.
• Salt Lake had better quality of water that either Middle or North Salt Lake.
• More information on water quality in these three lakes is required to ussess potentialimpacts of water diversion from North or Middle Salt Lakes to Salt Lake. This wouldinclude a seasonal monitoring program in the spring, summer. fall and winter. Giventhe differences in water quality between the three lakes. potential affects of waterdiversion could include impacts on the aquatic community, recreation, and the use ofSalt Lake water for drinking, livestock watering or irrigation/garden watenng.
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Regarding this final conclusion, note that there could be a impact to recreational useand livestock watering on Salt Lake due to the introduction of water from Middle Salt Lake.Both activities occur on Salt Lake. There are no recreational acdvities on Middle or NorthSalt Lake.

The consultant provides the raw data from 2011 water samples but provides nodiscussion of the results or conclusions based on the data. The consultant’s only conclusionis that the water is “free of contaminanis”. How he arrives at this conclusion is unknownsince almost all parameters are different between Salt Lake and Center and North Salt Lakes- n many instances by a factor of 2 or more. He indicates that no indicators were found inthe water samples to suggest any “strong sources of pollution. pesticides or othenvise”.Since there is no evidence of data analysis, it seems we are to take his word that there isnothing of concern. What does “strong sources of pollution’ mean? He should havediscussed the various parameters in terms of the Manitoba Water Quality Guidelines andObjectives. Also, the implications of the leve[ for each parameter should be outlined.The water samples presented in this report were taken in April when the water inCenter Salt Lake was greatly diluted. We are concerned that lithe intent is to draw CenterSalE Lake down to a level where there is virtually no water, then how will the water qualitychange as the impact of dilution becomes Less of a factor?
The consultant neglects to mention that the license for the water treatment lagoonsstipulates that outflow from the lagoons shall not flow to Salt Lake. The consultant brushestins issue aside by opining that the effluent is “of small consequence’. He apparently doesnot know that effluent from the lagoons cannot be directed to Salt Lake. Since the consultanthas clearly stated that the Center and North Salt Lake complex is all interconnected duringhigh water, opening a drain from Center Salt Lake to Salt Lake will result in effluent fromtile lagoon reaching Salt Lake. That contravenes the provisions of the license.

The consultant provides an unsophisticated listing of various observations concerningplants, animals and swimmer’s itch. The relevance of this is unclear since there is noanalysis or discussion about the implications of the information.
The consultant stales that the long-term effects on the upper Oak River watershedshould be monitored over the first decade of the program. We believe that monitoring theimpact on Salt Lake should also be a priority.
Some of the points raised by the consultant seem to indicate an odd attiwde towardthe concerns of those not in favour of the drain into Salt Lake. Comments like these maydemonstrate a level of bias against the interests of those concerned about the integrity of theSalt Lake ecosystem. Some examples include:

The consultant uses phrase ‘tnore fresh water is ‘flushed’ through the system”(meaning Salt Lake). Almost all parameters measured in Center Salt Lake haveconcentrations from 2x to lOx higher than Salt Lake. That is not fresh water - that iswater of poorer quality.
The consultant states the [and fill has been a source of “virulent rhetoric’. This is acondescending statement, suggesting that comments by those opposed were vindictive
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or malicious. This is an unfair characterization of the comments expressed to the Rlvtwhich were in fact based on a sincere concern about the quality of Salt Lake. That isnot rhetoric and it was not virulent.
• The consultant states that samples were taken by the old landfill because localpeople claimed there was pesticide residue “supposedly” leaking through the soil.Local people requested that a qualified scientist undertake an analysis to allayconcerns about this potential source of pollution.

• What is the relevance of referring to two local rate payers as “squatters” when theyhave permission from the landowner to use the site.
• Para 4, page 21 is condescending when the consultant states that “these are the veryfolks opposed to the contro’ structure and trench.” That does not make us bad orwrong. Some local residents have opposed the drainage because there is no certaintythat the water would not degrade the quality of Salt Lake and because there was noconfidence that the drainage would be conducted in a professional manner.In conclusion, the Environmental Impact Assessment provides no evidence that thequality of Salt Lake water will not be degraded by the proposed drainage. The conclusionsseem to be largely the expressed opinion of the consultant based on cursory observations.The consultant did not support his opinions with data analysis or any reference to scientificresearch conducted in this field of study.

it seems that actions such as Phase 2 and other actions to stop unlicensed drainagefrom private land should be done before this drainage proposal is considered.The Hydrological Assessment for Flood Control Planning attempts to address highwater levels of Center Salt Lake and North Salt Lake and indicates a concern about waterlevels and flows through the upper Oak River system but does not provide any evidence thatthe risks of flooding in Salt Lake will be addressed. The report largely ignores the need tomanage the level of Salt Lake.
The consultant proposes that the R±M should consult Water Stewardship and the RMof Blanshard “before commencing any releases of water” from Center Salt Lake into SaltLake. It is our understanding that, if a license is granted for this drainage project, therewould be no requirement to do this. We would have to rely on the integrity of theRM torelease water only when the flow will not result in downstream catastrophes. Based on thepast record of the RM, we have no confidence that the drainage will be conducted in aprofessional manner. The kM released water at the Salt Lake outlet in 2010 by breachingthe road. No landowners downstream nor the RM of Blanshard were notified in advancewater left the lake in a torrent causing land to be flooded. One rancher that we know ofalmost lost calves to drowning. The RM has also ignored Water Stewardship regulations byinstalling drains without a license. The only way this ill-advised drain could be properlymanaged is if it is handled entirely by Water Stewardship.

We are very concerned that if the Center Salt Lake drain is installed then it will be agreen light to undertake more drainage into the Salt Lakes from the north and east.
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